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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP19 1312 12 1300 1295 1305 SEP19 93,60 1,70 93,30 93,30 93,60

NOV19 1330 -4 1334 1318 1329 DEC19 96,85 1,60 97,20 95,10 96,85

JAN20 1353 -2 1356 1340 1352 MAR20 100,30 1,50 100,60 98,65 100,30

MAR20 1376 -2 1377 1366 1376 MAY20 102,55 1,40 102,85 101,00 102,55

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1315, 1285 & 1190
Resistances: 1325, 1350 & 1430-1440

New York ICE:

Supports: 95,00, 93,50 & 86,50-84,00
Resistances: 96,75, 109,50 & 114,50
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last high low

1,0968 1,09975 1,09581

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

During this month of August although we continue without much volatility, the USD has continued with the appreciation trend - on Friday it broke 1.10 for the

first time in 2019 (we are at 1.0975). The US Federal Reserve disappointed the market and, as expected, lowered interest rates by 0.25 points, to a range
between 2% and 2.25%. However, the decision was not taken unanimously and its president, Jerome Powell, warned that, although there will be more cuts, "it

is not the beginning of a long series of rebates" of the price of money.

Reasonable volume of sales done this week by cooperatives and producers. Local prices in Reais got a strength with Top cup qualities traded in Cerrado as high

as BR$430.00 for immediate deliveries and for forward deliveries, like crop 2020/21 and 2021/22 as well. Indeed 2021 business reported trading above
BR$500.00 benchmark up to BR$525.00.

The firm weather in Brazil in the last weeks favored the harvesting of the 2019/20 arabica crop, which is expected to be finished in most planted areas, with only
some crops left to be harvested at the very beginning of September. It is worth to mention that activities are more advanced than they were in the same period

last crop (2018/19). On the other hand, while the quality of the beans was higher last season, it is lower in the current one (2019/20).

Showers and rain are expected to spread into Parana and Sao Paulo at the beginning of the week, which will help ease some dryness for the upcoming period of
flowering. However, additional moisture is needed for flowering to be maintained in the long run. Some pictures of flowering in parts of the coffee-belt are being

circulated, and even though it was not blossoming everywhere it starts the clock for monitoring follow-up rains.

Talking about Macro fundamentals in Brazil, GDP on the 2nd Q has grown only 0,40%. For 2019, GDP is predicted to expand 0,80% or much below previous

estimates of 2,00%. Several factors have contributed for this modest result such as lack of confidence, weak industrial sector performance and the lack of
investments.

Real lost almost 10,00% of its value this month. The Brazilian Real saw further weakness past week after EM currencies felt the pain from Argentina’s Debt-
restructuring plan. Brazilian Central bank intervened in the spot market for the first time in 10 years. It would appear investors do not trust the restructuring idea

as the Peso sank on the news. The Government looks to ask creditors including the IMF for more time to pay off its $101 billion debt.

Trading activities were tepid as weak London prices discouraged Vietnamese farmers from offloading stocks. Local farmers have already sold most of their output

and are not willing to sell at low prices.

Coffee exports from Vietnam fell an estimated 10.3 percent in the first eight months of this year from a year earlier to 1.19 million tons, equal to 19.8 million 60-
kg bags, the General Statistics Office (GSO) said in a report on Thursday.

Coffee export revenue for Vietnam, the world’s biggest producer of the robusta bean, will likely decline 20 percent to $2.03 billion in the eight-month period, the
GSO also reported.

Heavy rains caused partial flooding in some places of central highland but did not bring much damage to coffee plantations which in general are growing

favorably.

Colombia – The Colombian Coffee Growers Federation (FNC) is a pioneer in the world in obtaining rights over varieties developed by its scientific arm, the

National Coffee Research Center (Cenicafé). With a process that started back in 2013, it is the first time an institution obtains rights over 10 progenies of the
Castillo® variety to protect the collective equity of Colombian coffee growers.

India - Total permits issued for Indian Coffee Exports including Indian Coffee Instant (Soluble) from 1st Jan until 23rd Aug 2019 remained marginally higher

(2.83%) compared to same period in 2018. Monsoon activity in coffee regions has been reduced over the past few days. As on 22nd July major coffee growing
regions had received about 30 – 40% less rainfall compared to normal in the current Monsoon season (starting 1st June). However, as on 14th Aug cumulative

rainfall for the season reported above normal by big margin (10 – 26%), shows the intensity of rainfall received in this short period. It would be sometime before
any realistic estimate on the rain damages to new crop is are estimated, if any.

Coffee consumption in Indonesia has more than doubled in the past decade as lifestyles in urban areas increasingly center around cafes, leading coffee

outlets to sprout up in most shopping centers, transportation hubs and office complexes. With more than 90% of the population Muslim, alcohol is discouraged,
so cafes are the go-to places for youngsters to hang out and socialize. Demand for ready-to-drink and high-value beverages has also grown in recent years.

Demand may surge almost 36% from a year earlier to 5.3 million bags in 2019. That’s about half of the country’s estimated output of 11.5 million to 12 million
bags.
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